IF ICE SHOWS UP, KNOW YOUR RIGHTS!

If immigration (ICE) comes to your door or stops you in the streets, you have rights!

1. **DO NOT OPEN THE DOOR**
   ICE does not have the right to enter your home without a valid warrant signed by a judge.

2. **REMAIN CALM**
   If you are detained, ask for an immigration attorney immediately.
   Although immigration does not provide attorneys, once you ask for an attorney they should no longer question you.

   - If ICE questions you, under the 5th Amendment, you have the right to remain silent and to not incriminate yourself.
   - Don't run and most importantly do not lie about your name, age, immigration status, etc.
   - Anything you say or do can be used against you.

3. **DO NOT SIGN ANYTHING**
   Ask to have documents translated. If you do not speak English ask for an interpreter.
   Have an attorney look over any documents that ICE gives you.

4. **RECORD**
   If you witness someone being detained by ICE, you have the right to record as long as you do not interfere with the arrest.
   Pictures, videos, and any information you can gather, can help verify an immigration raid and also help someone's immigration case.

5. **MAKE A FAMILY PLAN**
   If you have children, identify a caretaker.
   Make sure your family is prepared if ICE arrives at your home. Have all your personal documents and finances secure.
   Make sure you have at least one number memorized in case of an emergency.
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